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1. Introduction
With remarkable physical and mechanical properties [1, 2], carbon nanotube (CNT), either
single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) or multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT), has
prompted great interest in its usage as one of the most promising reinforcements in various
matrices (e.g., polymers, metals and ceramics) [3-11]. However, the dramatic improvement
in mechanical properties has not been achieved so far. The reason can be attributed to
several critical issues: (1) insufficient length and quality of CNT, (2) poor CNT dispersion
and alignment, and (3) weak interface between CNT and matrix. Although great progress
has been made to improve the first two issues by developing newly cost-effective CNT
synthesis methods and exploring specific fabrication methods of composites (e.g., spark
plasma sintering [12], sol-gel process [13]), the proper control of interfacial properties is still
a challenge as the inherent characteristics is unclear.
Up to date, large amounts of investigations have been focused on the interfacial properties
of polymer-based composites by using direct pull-out experiments with the assistance of
advanced instruments (e.g., transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) [14,15], atom force
microscope (AFM) [16,17], Raman spectroscopy [18], scanning probe microscope (SPM)
[19]), or theoretical analysis based on continuum mechanics (e.g., cohesive zone model [20],
Cox’s model [21], shear lag model [22,23] and pull-out model [24,25]), or atomic simulations
[26-33]. However, in contrast, much less work has been focused on the interfacial properties
of alumina-based composites [34-38]. For example, it has been reported that there are three
hallmarks of toughening behavior demonstrated in CNT-reinforced alumina composites
(CNT/Alumina) as below [34]: crack deflection at the CNT/Alumina interface; crack bridging
by CNT, and CNT pull-out on the crack plane, which is consistent with that in conventional
© 2012 Li et al., licensee InTech. This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the Creative
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micron-scale fiber reinforced composites. Therefore, a fundamental understanding on the
interfacial sliding between CNT and alumina matrix (i.e., CNT pull-out from alumina
matrix) is important for clarifying the interfacial properties, and therefore the mechanical
properties of bulk CNT/Alumina composites.
Current experimental works have reported two common sliding behaviors in CNT/Alumina
composites: the pull-out of SWCNT [35] and sword-in-sheath mode [36, 37] of MWCNT (i.e.
“pull-out of the broken outer walls of CNT with matrix”, or “pull-out of inner walls of CNT
with matrix after the breakage of the outer walls” in relativity). Therefore, clarifying the
above two distinguished pull-out behaviors is of critical importance for understanding the
interfacial properties of CNT-reinforced composites.
In this Chapter, a series of pull-out simulations of either SWCNT or MWCNT from alumina
matrix are carried out based on molecular mechanics (MM) to investigate the corresponding
interfacial sliding behaviors in CNT/Alumina composites. By systematically evaluating the
variation of potential energy increment during the pull-out process, the effects of grain
boundary (GB) structures of alumina matrix, nanotube length, nanotube diameter, wall
number and capped structure of CNTs are explored for the first time.

2. Computational model
As experimentally identified, CNTs are generally located in the GB of alumina [34-37, 39],
which can be schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that the GB structure is generally
characterized by a multiplicity index  based on the geometrical concept of threedimensional (3D) coincidence between two crystals named the coincidence site lattice (CSL)
model [40], which is defined as the ratio of the crystal lattice sites density to the density of
the two grain superimposed lattices.The corresponding computational model by using the
commercial software of Materials Studio (Accelrys) can be constructed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Building a hexagonal primitive cell of neutral alumina;
Cleaving the required GB planes and joining them together;
Inserting a CNT into the GB;
Relaxing the constructed model to obtain the equilibrated configuration.

Grain 1

CNT
Grain 2
[0001]

Figure 1. Schematic GB with CNT
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Figure 2. Simulation cell of GB with CNT

As an example, the equilibrated model of 7 (14 5 0)//(41 5 0) [41] GB is shown in Fig. 2, in
which the inserted open-ended SWCNT (5,5) has the length of l=5.17nm and diameter of
D=0.68nm.
The pull-out process of CNT is schematically given in Fig.3, which is mainly divided into
the following two steps:
1.
2.

Applying the fixed boundary conditions to the left end of alumina matrix;
Pulling out the CNT gradually along its axial (x-axis) direction with a constant
displacement increment x of 0.2nm.

After each pull-out step, the structure should be relaxed in order to obtain the minimum
systematic potential energy E.

Figure 3. Schematic pull-out process of CNT from alumina matrix
(green balls: atoms in alumina matrix, purple balls: atoms of CNT)
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3. Pull-out simulations of open-ended SWCNTs from alumina matrix
3.1. Effect of GB structure
To a large extent, GBs play a significant role on the microstructure formation and properties
control of polycrystalline materials. To explore the influence of GB structure on the
interfacial siding behavior between CNT and alumina matrix, three representative GB
structures with a common rotation axis of [0001] ( 3(11 2 0)//(11 2 0) [42], 7(14 5 0)//(41 5 0)
[41,43,44], and 31(47 11 0) // (74 11 0) [44]) are modeled. Note that the same fragment of
SWCNT(5,5) with the length of l=5.17nm and diameter of D=0.68nm is employed.

The obtained variations of energy increment E between two consecutive pull-out steps are
plotted in Fig. 4, where three distinct stages can be clearly seen for each case. In the initial
ascent stage I, E increases sharply until the pull-out displacement x reaches up to about
1.0nm. After that E undergoes a long platform stage II followed by the quick descent stage
III until the complete pull-out. It is noticeable that both stages I and III have the same range
corresponding to the pull-out displacement of approximately a=1.0nm, which is very close
to the cut-off distance of vdW interaction (i.e., 0.95nm). This feature of E is similar to that
for the pull-out process of CNT from polymer matrix [33] and that for the sliding among
nested walls in a MWCNT [45].
Moreover, E in these three curves are almost identical in stages I and III, and have the same
average value at stage II although Σ7 GB results in a slightly higher E. This suggests that
the GB structure of alumina matrix has only a limited effect on the energy increment E
between two adjacent pull-out steps.

Figure 4. Effect of GB structure on the variation of energy increment during the pull-out process

Here, as discussed in Refs. [33,45], the stable pull-out stage II is focused on, in which the
average energy increment in stage II is referred to as EII hereinafter. Obviously, EII is
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independent of GB structure of alumina matrix. Therefore, in the following simulations, the 31
GB structure is employed to investigate the effect of nanotube length and diameter on the
pull-out process.

3.2. Effect of nanotube length
To investigate the effect of nanotube length on the pull-out process, three SWCNTs (5,5) with
different lengths are embedded in the same 31 GB of alumina matrix, respectively. The
obtained variations of energy increment E between two adjacent pull-out steps are given in
Fig.5, in which the same trend is clearly observed for each case as that in Fig. 4. Moreover, the
identical EII of three cases indicates its independence of nanotube length. Therefore, in the
following simulations, CNTs with the same length of 5.17nm are employed.

Figure 5. Effect of nanotube length on the variation of energy increment during pull-out process

3.3. Effect of nanotube diameter
Based on the above length-independent behavior, four SWCNTs (i.e., (5,5), (10,10), (15,15),
(20,20)) with the same length of 5.17nm but different diameters are embedded into alumina
matrix with 31GB structure. The corresponding relationship between energy increment E
and pull-out displacement x is shown in Fig.6a. Unlike the length-independent behavior,
EII increases linearly with nanotube diameter as fitted in Fig.6b with the following formula
EII  52.04  D  9.04

(1)

where EII is in kcal/mol, and D is in nm.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the number of atoms in circumferential direction,
which increases linearly with nanotube diameter. For a CNT with larger diameter, there will
be stronger vdW interactions needed to be overcome for the possible pull-out, which
subsequently induces the higher energy increment in the same pull-out displacement.
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Figure 6. Effect of nanotube diameter on the variation of energy increment during the pull-out process
(a) Relationship of energy increment and pull-out displacement; (b) Relationship of EII and nanotube
diameter

3.4. Pull-out force and surface energy density
As discussed above, for the pull-out of a SWCNT, the corresponding average energy
increment in stage II, i.e., EII, is independent of GB structure and nanotube length, but is
proportional to nanotube diameter. In view of that the work done by the pull-out force is
equal to the energy increment in each pull-out step by neglecting some other minor energy
dissipations, the pull-out force can be approximately calculated as
FII 

EII
x

(2)

On this sense, we can conclude that the pull-out force of CNT from alumina matrix related to
energy increment is also independent of GB orientation and nanotube length, but is proportional to
nanotube diameter. From Eqs. (1) and (2), the corresponding empirical formula to predict the
pull-out force is proposed as
FII  1.81  D  0.31

(3)

where FII is in the unit of nN, and D of nm.
It should be noted that two new surface regions are generated at two ends of CNT after each
pull-out step (i.e., the inner surface of the matrix at the left side of CNT, and the outer
surface of CNT on the right side). Therefore, the corresponding surface energy should be
equal to the energy increment. Therefore, the surface energy density can be calculated as

 II 

F
EII
 II
2 Dx 2 D

(4)

Initially, this value is dependent on the diameter of SWCNT. However, as nanotube
diameter increases, it will decrease gradually and then saturate to a constant. The converged
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value of surface energy density is approximately 0.3N/m. Note that this surface energy
density is newly reported for the interface of SWCNT and alumina matrix, although there
have been some reports about that for the interface of SWCNT and polymer matrix with the
value of 0.09~0.12N/m [26, 30] or for sliding interface among nested walls in a MWCNT with
the value of 0.14N/m [45]. It can be found that the surface interface density in CNT/Alumina
composites is much higher than those of CNT/Polymer composites or CNT walls, implying
its stronger interface.

3.5. Interfacial shear stress
Based on the above discussion, the corresponding interfacial shear stress is analyzed in the
following.
The pull-out force is equilibrated with the axial component of vdW forces which induces the
interfacial shear stress. Conventionally, if we employ the common assumption of constant
interfacial shear stress with uniform distribution along the whole embedded region of CNT,
the pull-out force FII will vary with the embedded length of CNT, which is obviously in
contradiction to the above length-independent behavior of average energy increment EII in
stage II. For the extreme case of a CNT with an infinite length, the interfacial shear stress
tends to be zero, which is physically unreasonable. This indicates that the conventional
assumption of interfacial shear stress is improper for the perfect interface of CNT/Alumina
composites with only consideration of vdW interactions.
For this problem, the interfacial shear stress should be analyzed according to the different
stages in the variation of energy increment E. In stage I, the interfacial shear stress exists
within a region of the length a=1.0nm at each end of CNT as described in Ref. [45] since the
length of CNT in the model is equal to that of alumina matrix. In stage II, the situation may
be different since the left end of CNT is deeply embedded into the alumina matrix with the
pull-out displacement x much larger than a=1.0nm. To address the interfacial shear stress in
this stage II, a simple simulation is performed here.
As shown in Fig. 7a, a SWCNT(5,5) with only a half repeat unit is completely embedded in
the middle position of alumina matrix. Then this SWCNT fragment is pulled out gradually
with a constant increment of x=0.2nm to obtain the variation of systematic energy
increment E, and the corresponding pull-out force F. As this SWCNT fragment is very
short, the obtained pull-out force F, which is equilibrated by the shear force induced by the
interfacial shear stress, can be used to characterize the distribution of interfacial shear stress.
The obtained distribution of pull-out force F at various pull-out steps is shown in Fig.7b. At
the initial stage of the pull-out, the pull-out force keeps value at zero. When the CNT unit
cell moves into the range of a=1.0nm measured from the right end of alumina matrix, the
pull-out force increases sharply. It reaches the maximum when the CNT unit cell is just
located on the right end of the matrix. As the CNT unit cell is further pulled out, it decreases
gradually to zero. In virtue of the above results, as shown in Fig. 7c, the interfacial shear
stress is solely distributed within the region of 2a centered by the right end of matrix in
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stage II. The pull-out force during the pull-out process is further averaged within the range
of 2a, i.e., F* =0.09nN in Fig. 7b.

Figure 7. Analysis of interfacial shear stress
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By assuming that the interfacial shear stress is uniform within the above defined region for
simplicity, the average of interfacial shear stress 0 in stage II can be defined from the predefined average pull-out force( i.e., F* ) as

0 

F*
2 Da

(5)

Obviously, 0 is dependent on the diameter D of SWCNT. However, it tends to be a constant
as nanotube diameter increases gradually. The obtained converged interfacial shear stress 0
from various unit cells of SWCNT with different diameters is 303 MPa. Note that it only
exists within the range of 2a centered by the right end of the matrix.

4. Pull-out simulations of open-ended MWCNTs from alumina matrix
Usually, there are two typical sliding behavior for MWCNT-reinforced composites: one is
the complete pull-out of MWCNT, while the other is the so-called sword-in-sheath mode,
e.g., in which the broken outer walls are pulled out (i.e., sheath) leaving the intact inner
walls (i.e., sword) in the matrix. Therefore, based on the above information, two simple
typical cases are firstly investigated: Case 1: pull-out of the whole MWCNT (e.g., Fig. 8a);
Case 2: pull-out of only the outermost wall of MWCNT (e.g., Fig. 8b).
In view of the extremely high computational cost, several double-walled carbon nanotubes
(DWCNTs) with wall number n=2 and triple-walled carbon nanotubes (TWCNTs) with wall
number n=3 are discussed in the present simulation. The obtained average energy increment
EII in stage II related to the pull-out force is also found to be proportional to the diameter of
the outermost wall of MWCNT Do , which can be fitted as
Case 1

 EII  57.54  Do  4.36, FII  2.00  Do  0.15 (n  2)

 EII  58.26  Do  6.50, FII  2.03  Do  0.23 (n  3)

(a)
(b)

(6)

Case 2
 EII  93.61  Do  10.17, FII  3.26  Do  0.35 (n  2)

EII  96.60  Do  10.50, FII  3.33  Do  0.37 (n  3)

(a)
(b)

(7)

For Case 1, the relationship of EII and nanotube diameter for the complete pull-out of
SWCNT (Eq. 3), DWCNT (Eq. 6a), and TWCNT (Eq.7a) are plotted in Fig. 9, which
indicates the effect of wall number from some aspect. The slope for DWCNT is about 9.56%
higher than that for SWCNT, which highlights the contribution of the first adjacent inner
wall to EII. However, the slope of TWCNT is only about 1.24% higher than that for
DWCNT, which implies that the contribution of the second inner wall is gradually
weakened as the distance from the sliding interface increases. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the pull-out of MWCNT from alumina matrix is mostly affected by its two
adjacent walls from the sliding interface, which indicates that for the whole pull-out of any
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MWCNT with more walls over 3,EII can be approximately assumed to be equal to that of
TWCNT (i.e., Eq. 6b).

Figure 8. Two typical pull-out cases for an open-ended TWCNT
(a) Case 1: pull-out of the whole MWCNT; (b) Case 2: pull-out of the outmost wall of MWCNT;
c) Decomposition of Case 2 into two independent sub-problems
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Figure 9. Effect of wall number on the energy increment for the pull-out of whole MWCNT

For Case 2, taking TWCNT(5,5)/(10,10)/(15,15) as an example, it is surprising to find that the
corresponding EII is approximately equal to the sum of those of two sub-problems, i.e., the
pull-out of a SWCNT(15,15) from alumina matrix, and the pull-out of the outermost wall in
the TWCNT. Therefore, the corresponding EII for the pull-out of any TWCNT from
alumina matrix (i.e., Eq. 7b) can be approximately decomposed into the following two items
as given in Fig. 8c: EII-1 for the pull-out of the outermost wall of TWCNT against the other
two inner walls (i.e., Eq. 5 in Ref. [45]), and EII-2 for the pull-out of a SWCNT from alumina
matrix (i.e., Eq. 3) whose diameter is equal to the outermost wall of the TWCNT.
It should be noted that for the real sword-in-sheath fracture mode, there are more than 3
walls pulled out. For example, as shown in Fig. 10a, several purple outer walls of a MWCNT
are pulled out leaving the yellow inner walls within the matrix. Here, there are two sliding
interfaces: one is between CNT and matrix, the other is between outer walls and inner wall.
According to the above discussion, it can also be thought of as the superimposition of the
following two sub-problems in Fig. 10b: one is the pull-out of the TWCNT which is
composed of the outer three walls (i.e., Eq. 6b), and the other is the pull-out of outer three
walls in a MWCNT with five walls (i.e., Eq. 6 in Ref. [45]). It indicates that the corresponding
EII and pull-out force FII can be calculated as
EII  58.26  Do  37.56  Dc  4.00

(8)

FII  2.04  Do  1.31  Dc  0.14

(9)

Here, Do is the diameter of the outermost wall of MWCNT, and Dc is the diameter of the
green critical wall in Fig. 10 (i.e., the immediate outer wall at the sliding surface between
outer walls and inner walls).
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Figure 10. Real case of sword-in-sheath mode

5. Pull-out simulations of a capped MWCNT from alumina matrix
It is noted that open-ended CNTs are employed in the above simulations. On the other
hand, it has been reported that CNT cap makes great effect on its field emission properties
[46], load transferring ability among nested walls of MWCNT [45, 47, 48]. However, to our
best knowledge, there is no any detailed report on the effect of CNT caps on the interfacial
properties of CNT-reinforced composites. Therefore, the pull-out of capped MWCNTs from
alumina matrix in a sword-in-sheath mode is discussed here.
The schematic model is given in Fig. 11. By using the principal of superimposition, this pullout process can be decomposed into the following three parts: pull-out of outer walls
against matrix (i.e., part I); pull-out of inner walls against outer walls, which can be further
decomposed into the open-ended part of inner/outer walls (i.e., part II) and the capped part
of inner/outer walls (i.e., part III) as each wall in a MWCNT is composed of open-ended part
and capped part.
Generally, the number of broken outer walls and intact inner walls are more than 3.
Therefore the corresponding pull-out forces for the above three parts are analyzed as below.
i.

Pull-out of outer walls against matrix (i.e., part I in Fig. 11): According to Eq. 2, the
corresponding pull-out force F1 can be predicted by using Eq. 6b, i.e.,
F1  2.03  Do  0.23

ii.

(10)

Pull-out of open-ended part of inner walls against outer walls (i.e., part II in Fig. 11):
According to Eq. 6 in Ref. [45], the corresponding pull-out force F2 can be predicted as
F2  1.31  Dc  0.37

(11)

iii. Pull-out of capped part between inner walls and outer walls (i.e., part III in Fig. 11):
This part can be transferred as the interfacial sliding among nested walls in a capped
MWCNT.
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Figure 11. Schematic model for the pull-out of a capped MWCNT from alumina matrix

As illustrated in Fig. 12a, after fixing the atoms of the outer cap, the inner wall is pulled out
along its axial direction by applying a constant displacement increment of x2=0.01nm on
the atoms of the right end of inner wall. Note that the present displacement increment x2 is
smaller than the above x of 0.2nm, which is used for making the effect of CNT caps on
energy increment clearly. After each pull-out step, the structure is relaxed to obtain the
minimum potential energy E. As discussed in Ref. [45], the pull-out force of an open-ended
CNT is only proportional to nanotube diameter, and independent of nanotube length. For
this reason, five DWCNTs with different diameters but same length are built up to
investigate the effect of CNT cap. The calculated energy increments between two
consecutive pull-out steps of three DWCNTs are shown in Fig. 13a, where Dc is the diameter
of critical wall (i.e., the outer wall of DWCNT). It can be seen that for each DWCNT the
energy increment E increases rapidly up to a peak value at a specified displacement, and
then decreases. The same feature is also observed in the simulations of two other DWCNTs
with larger diameters, i.e., (54,54)/(59,59) with Dc=8.0nm and (83,83)/(88,88) with
Dc=11.93nm. The maximum energy increment (i.e., Emax) for the five DWCNTs is shown in
Fig. 13b. The relationship between Emax and Dc can be perfectly fitted into a quadratic
function of
Emax  DWCNT  2.09  Dc2  2.15  Dc  0.94

(12)
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Figure 12. Interfacial sliding in a capped DWCNT
(a) Schematic model of a capped DWCNT; (b) Pull-out of the capped part;
(c) Pull-out of the open-ended part;
(d) Force state of open-ended part of CNT; (e) Estimation of energy variation of a cap;
(f) Pull-out of graphite sheets

To understand this potential energy increment in detail, we further divided the inner wall
(Fig. 12a) into two parts, i.e., the capped (Fig. 12b) and the open-ended part (Fig. 12c). The
corresponding pull-out forces for these two parts are F31 and F32, which means F3= F31 + F32.
The pull-out of open-ended part (Fig. 12c) does not cause any change of the potential
energy, i.e., F32=0. It means that the contribution of capped part, i.e., F31 dominates the total
pull-out force F3. The reason can be explained using Fig. 12d-12e.
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Figure 13. Variation of energy increment for the interfacial sliding in a capped DWCNT
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First, in Fig. 12d, if the length of the outer wall of DWCNT is long enough, the carbon atoms
of the inner wall are always in force equilibrium. For example, in Fig. 12d, the atoms in red
are balanced by the symmetrical horizontal forces form the atoms of the outer wall, which
are within the cut-off distance of Lennard-Jones potential [49,50]. During a pull-out process,
the relative motion of the atoms between the inner wall and outer wall creates repetitive
breaking and reforming of the vdW interactions and no resultant resistance force can be
generated on the inner wall, i.e., F32=0.
The quadratic form of the energy increment in Eq. 12 due to the capped effect is associated
with the surface energy density. Considering a cap model shown in Fig. 12e, the bottom
edge is just located on the boundary between the capped and open-ended part. If we use
max and min to represent the maximum and minimum surface energy density (i.e., potential
energy variation per unit area) under a specified separation displacement, max is at the top
of the cap while min appears at the bottom of the cap. Then, the surface energy density is
assumed to vary from the top to the bottom of the cap in the function of

 ( )   max cos(90   )   max sin  ., which implies that min=0. This is reasonable as F32=0.
Then the total surface energy variation of the cap can be calculated as
U cap  

2

0



 Dc2

0

4

(  2  ( )R cos   Rd )d 

 max

(13)

From Eq. 13, regardless of the function of (), the surface energy is always proportional to
Dc2. As a result, the energy increment induced by the pull-out of the cap can be described
by a quadratic function of Dc, which is consistent with Fig. 13b and Eq. 12. Approximately,
the max at the small top flat area of the cap during the pull-out process can be predicted in
the same way by simulating the separation of two flat graphite sheets in Fig. 12f. It is
confirmed by the displacement-energy increments curves obtained from the simulation of
two graphite sheets which is quite similar with those in Fig. 13a. The corresponding max-cap is
around 0.03N/m under 0.01 nm separation displacement in the normal direction of two
graphite sheets. Substituting this value into Eq. 13 leads to the total surface energy change
as: U cap 

 Dc2

 max  cap  2.76 Dc2 , which is approximately equivalent to Eq. 12. Therefore, it

4
indicates the quadratic form of Eq. 12 is appropriate from the other aspect.

After validating the effectiveness of Eq. 12, the corresponding maximum pull-out force can
be simply evaluated by equaling the work done by the pull-out force to the Emax-DWCNT with
the formula of
F3  DWCNT  1.45  Dc2  1.49 Dc  0.65

(14)

It should be noted that the above analysis is for a capped DWCNT. For the case of MWCNT,
a simplified model in Fig. 14 is developed, as only the immediate two outer and inner walls
from the sliding interface can affect the corresponding pull-out interface [45]. The evaluated
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pull-out force is found to be approximately 29% higher than that for DWCNT due to the
contribution of the immediate two outer and inner walls, which means
F3  MWCNT  1.87  Dc2  1.92 Dc  0.84

(15)

Therefore, for the pull-out of a capped MWCNT from alumina matrix in a sword-in-sheath
mode, the corresponding pull-out force can be assumed to be the sum of those for the above
three parts (i.e., Eq. 10 for part I, Eq. 11 for part II, Eq. 15 for part III):
F  F1  F2  F3  MWCNT  1.87  Dc2  2.03 Do  0.61  Dc  0.7

(16)

For the pull-out of a MWCNT numbered as sample 14 in Ref. [37] which has the outermost
wall with diameter of Do=94nm and the critical wall at the sliding interface with diameter
about Dc=90nm, the calculated pull-out force using Eq. 16 is 15.28N, which is in the same
scale of experimental value of 19.7N [37].

Sliding interface

Figure 14. Schematic model for interfacial sliding in a capped MWCNT in sword-in-sheath mode

6. Conclusions
We systematically investigate the pull-out process of open-ended and capped CNTs from
alumina matrix using MM simulations, aiming at clarifying the interfacial sliding behavior
in CNT/Alumina composites. The effects of grain boundary structure of alumina matrix,
nanotube length, nanotube diameter, wall number and capped structure of CNTs are
explored systematically.
A set of universal formulae with the newly obtained surface energy density is proposed to
approximately predict the pull-out force from nanotube diameter. The philosophy behind
these simple empirical formulae is that the pull-out force is only proportional to nanotube
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diameter, and independent of nanotube length and GB structure of alumina matrix. The
detailed interfacial shear stress is studied in this work, which indicates that the
conventional definition of the interfacial shear strength is inappropriate in CNT/Alumina
composites. Moreover, there are at most two adjacent walls at each side of the sliding
interface which will affect this interfacial sliding in CNT/Alumina composites.
Furthermore, it also indicates that CNT caps play a very important role in the pull-out
process. These findings will be helpful for clarifying the toughening mechanism for
mechanical properties of bulk CNT/Alumina composites and providing useful insight into
the design of ideal materials.
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